
-----Original Message----- 
From: which-local <which-local@which.co.uk> 
To: Nick Burchell> 
Sent: Wed, 23 May 2012 14:10 
Subject: Which?Local Reference (Ticket-ID: 1788317) 

Good Afternoon Nick  
 
I wish you all the best on your travels to Australia, and please do give us a heads up when you are 
officially leaving.  
 
As promised here is a reference that you can use for any potential employment whilst you are out 
there.  
 
Dear Future Employer of Mr Nick Burchell  
 
Which?Local is a trader/business recommendation Website from the consumer organisation Which? 
You can read more about Which?Local via the website link below 
 
www.local.which.co.uk/about 
 
Which? is the leading consumer organisation in the U.K, with nearly 900,00 members - who all pay a 
monthly subscription for expert consumer advice. Which?Local was introduced in 2007, so our 
members can find recommended services in their area from like minded people.  
 
All of the recommendations are carefully checked by our moderation team, so that we can ensure 
traders and businesses are not recommending themselves/colleagues/family etc.  As we are a 
membership organisation, and all members have to register for Which?Local, we are certain of who is 
making the reviews. In addition we also conduct in depth online research including: The traders 
website, Companies house, social media websites, other review websites (Qype for exampe), Whois 
(Website Registrations) and many more.  
 
Thus, you can be assured that the following information provided on Which?Local is completely 
authentic, and reflects the  real experiences of Nicks previous clients.  
 
Nick's Bathroom Fitting/Plumbing Business has been highly recommended on Which?Local since he 
was first reviewed back in October 2009, receiving a total of 6 recommendations to date. Even more 
impressive is that Nick has achieved perfect scores of 5/5 in all reviews for both value and overall 
service.  
 
I can also confirm that Nick's business received the most recommendations in the County of 
Hampshire, within the Bathroom Fitting category.  
 
Here are the recommendations in full.  
 
Used on: 01-Oct-2009 - We have used Nick Burchell for years. He is a one man band & can do a turn 
key job on a bathroom - installs tubs, showers, tiling, heating, etc. He is a perfectionist & very helpful 
at sourcing materials.I can highly recommend him, both for every day plumbing needs, and great 
bathroom fitting, tiling, under floor heating etc-he covers all your plumbing needs. 
 
Used on: 23-Sep-2010 - I too have used Nick Burchell over the years. He has installed two bathrooms 
for us and we can endorse all that has been said by Burtons. He is a perfectionist. He completed our 
last bathroom on 23/09/2010 including all the electrics. 
 
Used on: 01-Feb-2011 - Nick has just completed the refurbishment of a bathroom and cloakroom 
including fitted furniture, tiling and electrics. He is a knowledgeable and highly skilled professional 
who does a first class job with minimum disruption and maximum reliability. Request a quote and you 
may be pleasantly surprised at how reasonable the cost of quality work can be. 
 
Used on: 11-Feb-2011 - Nick Burchell did a good and thorough job installing a shower in my 
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bathroom with tiling and electric work. He also did some other jobs involving tiling and decorating and 
paid great attention to detail with lots of information about what he was doing every step of the way. 
 
Used on: 27-Nov-2011 - Nick Burchell has just transformed what was a bedroom/study into a 
luxurious bathroom. He has done an excellent job and always paid great attention to detail (he never 
takes shortcuts). He is a neat in every aspect of his work and I would recommend him without 
reservation 
 
Used on: 05-Mar-2012 - Nick Burchell has just finished a job for us which involved removing a shower 
cubicle which was leaking and installing a new one. He also did the retiling of the floor and walls and 
fitted underfloor heating. The work was done to a very high quality. He pays attention to detail and the 
results are excellent. He also is a neat worker and took a lot of trouble to keep the house neat and 
tidy as he was working.  
 
If you require any more information then please do contact me via email, or call on 020 7770 7321 
 
Regards  
 
Tom Arnold 
Which?Local  
 
 
The energy and home efficiency forum is live on Which? Local! Get advice on energy-related issues 
from Which? Local Traders, fellow members and other efficiency enthusiasts.  Join the discussion 
today at http://local.which.co.uk/energyforums 
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